Tuesday July 7, 2020

- MATTER NEEDS YOUR HELP –
in

~ “Spreading the news” ~
To NuLegacy shareholders/stakeholders:
Hi Folks,
If you are signed up to this chat/blog, then you are likely a NuLegacy shareholder or at the very least a
’friend of the court’, and thus interested in seeing NuLegacy prosper.
You have likely viewed the two videos we distributed last week that have made a great impact in
people’s awareness of your company with over a thousand views each so far.
And that is where you can help ... by forwarding this missive to two, three or six friends, perhaps we
could get to a million eyeballs watching NuLegacy by October when we plan to start drilling again.
And as you know, we ask each and every person that signs up “how did you discover NuLegacy”? If
your name is the answer more than once…we will send you an autographed picture of me … a
prize???
Here’s the succinct 14:14 min presentation by Dr. Quinton Hennigh (of Novo Resources fame)
describing NuLegacy’s recent progress: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VtEndMEMaRs.
Here’s 11:47 mins of Jay Taylor’s interview of Quinton discussing NuLegacy’s possible "Elephant Sized
Deposit" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K030DEzkscg.
And another very brief (3:18 mins) useful orientation video of the Rift Anticline target: Goldrush 2.0.
Thank you and cheers until next time,

Albert
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